Passionate about sharing the world by foot. Nomad, vegan/vegetarian, adventurer. Creator of curated walks and outdoor adventures for solo walkers, adventurous women, and active couples. Cheerleader for walkers, urban hikers, and hikers everywhere.

CHRIS ENGLERT

BLOGGER, AUTHOR, SPEAKER

PUBLICATIONS

**Number 1**
Book on urban hiking in Denver.

**Number 1**
Book on Denver's city parks

**Number 1**
E-book on walking Denver's neighborhoods

**Best-selling** Denver By Foot Challenge

STATISTICS

Strong micro-niche numbers.
40% open rate on email list.

SEO CATEGORIES

Hiking | Walking | Urban Hiking |
Women Who Move | Women Who Hike|
Solo Hikers | Nomad | Nomad over 50 |
Nomad Life | Vegan Snacks | Vegan Hiker | Vegan Travel | Vegetarian Travel | Couple Travel |

TESTIMONIALS

“Thanks, You are inspiring Ava and me to get out for walks.....masked and at 6 feet apart ~Kristin

“I never thought I’d ever walk further than to the mailbox. You've got me out on trails I never thought I'd see ~Catherine

“I love your vegan snack recommendations. Keep 'em coming.” ~Joe L